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Gamow-Teller strength from the 76Se„n,p…76As reaction:
Implications for the double b decay of76Ge
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Cross sections have been measured up to 35 MeV excitation for the76Se~n,p!76As reaction at five labora-
tory angles between 0° and 15°. The incident neutron energy was 198 MeV. The distribution of Gamow-Teller
~GT! strength at excitation energies less than 10 MeV was deduced by carrying out a multipole decomposition
of the data. The GT strength below 6 MeV excitation was found to be less than 0.9 units, in qualitative
agreement with a quasiparticle random-phase approximation calculation. The present results have been com-
pared with data from the76Ge~p,n!76As reaction to obtain an estimate of a lower limit for the lifetime of
76Ge for bb decay. The estimate is in qualitative agreement with the measured lifetime.
@S0556-2813~97!03206-8#

PACS number~s!: 25.40.Kv, 24.30.Cz, 27.50.1e, 23.40.2s
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I. INTRODUCTION

At bombarding energies between 200 and 300 MeV, it
been found that theDL50, DJp511 spin-flip isovector ex-
citation ~Gamow-Teller! dominates over theDJp501 non-
spin-flip ~Fermi! component of the nucleon-nucleon effecti
interaction@1,2#. It has also been shown that 0° cross s
tions measured in both~p,n! @3# and ~n,p! @4# reactions,
extrapolated to zero momentum transfer, are proportiona
the Gamow-Teller~GT! beta decay (b-decay! strength be-
tween the same initial and final states@5#. Therefore, these
reactions are ideal probes of GT strength, especially in ca
not energetically accessible in ordinaryb decay, and indeed
they have been exploited to measure the distribution of
b-decay strength in a wide range of nuclei@1–18#.

The distribution is of particular interest for transitions b
tween the intermediate states involved in nuclear double
decay (bb decay! and the respective initial and final state
Double b decay with two neutrinos in the final state (2n
bb decay! is an allowed second-order weak process wh
has now been observed or inferred for a number of nu
@19–26#, while that with no neutrinos in the final state (0n
bb decay! is a lepton number violating process forbidden
the standard model. Apart from the intrinsic interest in o
serving such weak reactions, 0n bb decay is also of interes
because it has been shown that the rate of the decay ca
related to a nonzero mass for the neutrino, and hence
vides a glimpse of possible physics beyond the stand
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model. For the more common 2n mode, thebb-decay rate is
given by @27#

l2n5 f 2nuM2nu2, ~1!

where f 2n is a phase-space factor. The nuclear matrix e
ment is given by@28#

M2n5(
m

^ f uut_suum&^muut_suu i &

Exm1DM1 1
2 T0

, ~2!

wheret_s is the Gamow-Teller operator connecting the in
tial and finalJp501 states with intermediateJp511 states,
T0 is the energy released in the decay,DM is the atomic
mass difference between the initial and intermediate nuc
andExm are the excitation energies of the intermediate sta

For 0n bb decay, a similar expression holds@27#

l0n5 f 0nuM0nu2Fmn

me
G2, ~3!

where againf 0n is a phase-space factor, andmn is the puta-
tive neutrino mass~in units of the electron rest mass!. In this
case the nuclear matrix element,M0n , is identical in form to
the matrix element in the two neutrino case,

M0n5(
m

^ f uut_suum&^muut_suu i &

Exm1DM1 1
2 T0

, ~4!

but the summation now runs over intermediate states of
spins and parities. An estimate ofM0n is clearly a prerequi-
site for relating a lifetime measured in 0n bb decay to a
y,
2802 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 2803GAMOW-TELLER STRENGTH FROM THE . . .
neutrino mass, or in the event the decay is not observed
establishing a limit on the mass from a limit on the lifetim

One of the difficulties that had to be overcome befo
calculations of these matrix elements could be conside
reliable was that even in the simpler case of 2n bb decay
where only 11 intermediate states are excited, it proved to
very difficult to calculate rates that were consistent w
measured values. Early shell-model calculations for t
mode overestimated the rate of decay, typically by up to t
orders of magnitude@27#. Eventually it was found, within the
context of the quasiparticle random-phase approxima
~QRPA!, that deuteronlike particle-particle correlations
the nuclear ground state dramatically reduce then
bb-decay rates@29#. Recent QRPA calculations incorpora
ing particle-particle forces have been in quantitative agr
ment with measured rates@30,31#.

A by-product of the QRPA calculations is that the spe
trum of intermediate 11 states is explicitly determined
Therefore, in addition to comparison with measur
bb-decay rates, a detailed test of the nuclear wave funct
can be made by comparing the calculated spectra with
spectra measured in~p,n! and~n,p! reactions@32#. Note that
the second factor of each term in the sum forM2n @see Eq.
~2!#, is the matrix element for GTb2 transitions between the
initial state and the corresponding 11 state in the intermedi-
ate nucleus. As noted above~see also Ref.@33#! both the
b-decay strength and cross section of the~p,n! reaction be-
tween these states are proportional to the square of this
trix element. Similarly, the~n,p! cross section for the tran
sition between the ground state of the final nucleus and
intermediate 11 states is proportional to the square of t
first matrix element in Eq.~2!.

In the experiment described here, the GT strength is
duced for the 76Se~n,p! 76As reaction. The data ca
therefore provide a useful test of wave functions used
calculations of decay rates for this nucleus. A study of
48Ti~n,p! 48Sc reaction which is relevant to thebb decay of
48Ca has also been reported@12#. In this case it was found
that both shell-model@28,34# and QRPA@12# calculations
gave a rather poor fit to the measured GT strength.

II. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The experiment was carried out using the TRIUM
charge exchange facility in the~n,p! mode. The operation o
this facility is described in detail elsewhere@35#; here a brief
description relevant to the present measurements is give
schematic view of the facility is shown in Fig. 1.

Protons of 200 MeV kinetic energy are directed onto
240 mg/cm2 thick foil of 7Li, and then are bent by a sweep
ing magnet into a shielded beam dump. Nearly monoen
getic neutrons from the7Li ~p,n! 7Be reaction impinge on the
76Se targets contained in a target box@36# located over the
pivot of a medium resolution spectrometer~MRS! @37#. The
box has provision for up to six targets, each of which
mounted between proportional wire chambers. From the
tern of hits on the wire chamber planes, it is possible
identify the target in which the~n,p! reaction occurs. An
energy-loss correction can then be applied for protons
versing the material downstream from the struck target, m
ing it possible to maintain satisfactory energy resolut
or
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even for quite thick targets, up to' 1 g/cm2. Protons from
~n,p! reactions in the target material are momentum a
lyzed and detected with the MRS. The transverse positi
of their origins in the target material is determined by traci
back their tracks through two multiwire chambers locat
between the target box and the MRS. In this way proto
originating from outside the area of the target material can
removed from the data set. Charged particles incident on
target box are vetoed by a thin scintillator just upstream fr
the box and by two wire planes just after its entrance w
dow.

Four selenium targets were mounted in the target b
Each consisted of a powder~enriched to 96.9%76Se, ob-
tained from ORNL! sandwiched between Mylar foils glue
to copper frames. The inside dimensions of each frame w
2.2 cm3 4 cm, and the average selenium thickness of e
target was 282 mg/cm2. The last target in the stack was
46.7 mg/cm2 thick CH2 foil, used to normalize the
Se~n,p! cross section to the known H~n,p! cross section
@38#.

Spectra were measured up to 35 MeV excitation at M
angles of 0°, 3°, 6°, 10°, and 15°. Data were record
event-by-event and written to magnetic tape for later off-li
analysis. A fraction of the events was analyzed on-line
monitor the progress of the experiment.

A subsidiary measurement with six CH2 targets in the
box, each with nominal thickness 140 mg/cm2, was taken at

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the TRIUMF charge exchan
facility in ~n,p! mode. The neutron beam is produced by t
7Li ~p,n!7Be reaction. Protons from~n,p! reactions in the second
ary target are detected in the MRS. The proton beam is defle
into a beam dump after passing through the primary target.
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2804 55R. L. HELMER et al.
a spectrometer angle of 0°. These data were used to esta
the energy calibration and the focal plane acceptance of
MRS. For these measurements, the peak from the H~n,p!
reaction was stepped across the focal plane by varying
magnetic field of the spectrometer. Normalization among
various runs for the acceptance data was achieved by
grating the charge collected in a Faraday cup in the be
dump.

Finally, data were also collected with a target stack id
tical to the one used for the selenium targets, except tha
material was contained between the Mylar foils. In princip
these data could be used for background subtraction, bu
practice the data came in too slowly for this to be practica
was found that a satisfactory background subtraction co
be made by using the spectrum from the CH2 target at the
end of the stack of selenium targets. The empty target r
were then used just to ensure that no significant unexpe
source of background was present.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

Raw spectra for the sums of the data from the selen
targets are shown in Fig. 2. The angles shown are the s
tering angles averaged over the62° acceptance of the MRS
converted to the center of mass. The data have been
rected for the different energy losses suffered by prot
from interactions in the different target layers, and for ab
rations associated with the MRS. The procedures for ap

FIG. 2. Raw spectra for the five angle settings of the MRS. T
sum of the data from the four selenium targets, and the data f
the CH2 target at the end of the selenium target stack, are sho
Corrections have been applied to account for the different ene
losses suffered by protons originating in the different target lay
and for aberrations associated with the MRS.
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ing these corrections are described elsewhere@35#. The for-
ward angle spectra show a pronounced peak at low excita
arising from the1H~n,p! reaction on hydrogen in the Myla
foils of the targets and the wire chamber planes, and poss
from water vapor adsorbed on various surfaces.

The spectrum from the CH2 target used for backgroun
subtraction is also shown in Fig. 2. The normalization for t
subtraction was fixed for all the angles by requiring compl
elimination of the H~n,p! peak from the Se~n,p! spectrum at
0°. At this angle, there should be few events from t
76Se~n,p! 76As reaction under the hydrogen peak@the
ground-stateQ value for 76Se~n,p! is 22.185 MeV#. It can
be seen in Fig. 2 how the hydrogen peak is kinematica
shifted and broadened as the MRS angle is increased, an
resulting mixing of events from the two reactions otherw
makes it difficult to establish a normalization at the oth
angles.

It should be noted that the actual sources of backgro
have a different C to H ratio than the CH2 target, and they
happen to be present in such proportion that there is a s
oversubtraction in the region of the peak from t
12C~n,p! 12B reaction atQ5212.6 MeV. Nevertheless, the
difference between the CH2 spectra and the true backgroun
is less than the statistical uncertainty in the data and
consequently neglected. In fact, except for the region aro
the hydrogen peaks, the subtraction has little significant
fect on the spectra.

It can also be determined from the H~n,p! peak in the
0° spectrum that the overall energy resolution is about
MeV @full width at half maximum~FWHM!#. The main con-
tributions to the energy resolution are the energy spread
the primary proton beam (' 1 MeV!, the energy loss in the
7Li target (' 870 keV!, the 7Li ~p,n! reaction populating
about equally both the ground state and 430 keV first exc
state of 7Be, and the energy loss and straggling in the se
nium targets in the target stack. The energy losses of the
selenium targets were calculated to be 831, 807, 792,
841 keV.

The spectra with the background subtracted and the
summed into 1 MeV wide bins are shown in Fig. 3. In ad
tion to the corrections applied to the spectra shown in Fig
the spectra in Fig. 3 have been corrected for the variation
the MRS focal plane acceptance and for the effects of a w
continuum in the neutron spectrum from the7Li ~p,n! reac-
tion @11# arising from transitions to many-body final state
The measured7Li ~p,n! spectrum shape was used to deco
volute the tail’s contribution to the Se~n,p! spectra. The pro-
cedure@11# is straightforward and has little effect at low
excitation, but leads to about a 30% reduction in the num
of counts at 30 MeV excitation. The results of a multipo
decomposition analysis are also shown in Fig. 3. This an
sis is discussed in the next section.

IV. CROSS-SECTION RESULTS

It is clear from these plots that no discrete states
strongly excited in the region of excitation shown. An a
tempt has been made to estimate the distribution of the
strength using a multipole decomposition analysis@39#. In
this analysis it is assumed that the cross section at each a
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55 2805GAMOW-TELLER STRENGTH FROM THE . . .
is an incoherent sum of contributions with different spin a
parity transfers

F ds

dV G
exp

5(
DJp

CDJpF ds

dV G
DW

. ~5!

The theoretical angular distributions used in this express
are assumed to be given by calculations using the disto
wave impulse approximation~DWIA !.

The sum should run over allDJp transfers consistent with
the initial and final states, but since only five angles w
measured, at most four values can be used. With this res
tion, only those transition amplitudes that are expected to
the most important are chosen. In previous, similar analy
of ~n,p! reactions on51V and 59Co @15#, it was found that
the calculated angular distributions were sensitive mainly
theDL of the transition, and there was a much smaller va
tion with DJ for a givenDL. In addition, simple particle-
hole excitations were used to describe each transition am
tude @15#. In the present case, the specific choices w
for DL50: @p(p3/2)

21,n(p1/2)
1#Jp511, for DL51:

@p( f 7/2)
21,n(g9/2)

1#Jp512, for DL52: @p(p3/2)
21,

n(p1/2)
1] Jp521, and forDL53: @p( f 5/2)

21,n(g9/2)
1#Jp532.

FIG. 3. The Se~n,p! spectrum obtained at each MRS angle s
ting after background subtraction~solid points!, and the results of
the multipole decomposition analysis~hatched regions!. Corrections
have been applied to the spectra to account for the variation o
MRS acceptance across the focal plane and for the effects
continuum in the neutron spectrum from the7Li ~p,n! reaction. The
cross hatched region corresponds toDL50, right hatched to
DL51, left hatched toDL52, and horizontal hatched toDL53.
See text for further explanation.
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Other plausible choices might be expected to lie at hig
excitation or to have a small amplitude because the le
considered has a low occupation probability. The sa
choices forDL50,1,2 were made in a recent analysis of t
70,72Ge~n,p! reactions@14#; the only difference here is that
DL53 contribution has been included separately rather t
summing it in with theDL52 contribution.

The computer programDW81 @40# was used for the DWIA
calculations. They were carried out in the same manne
previously@10–18,41#. Briefly, optical potentials for the dis
tortions inDW81 were generated using the codeMAINX8 @42#,
which folded an effective interaction with a three-parame
Fermi matter distribution. The Franey-Love interaction@43#
was used for the effective interaction; it was also used
DW81. Harmonic oscillator functions with radius paramet
b51.9 fm were used for the single-particle wave function
The calculations were carried out at 10 MeV intervals sp
ning the region of excitation from25 to 35 MeV. The an-
gular distributions for each 1 MeV energy bin were th
obtained by interpolation.

The results are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen in the fi
the 1.8° data that there is a small concentration of
strength centered at' 2 MeV excitation, with a nearly con-
stant continuum extending above 6 MeV. The integrated
cross section for the 1.8° data is 3.160.1 mb/sr below 6
MeV excitation and 4.960.2 mb/sr below 10 MeV excita-
tion. It has been noted in previous analyses@15,41# using this
procedure that the extraction of theDL50 ~GT! strength
becomes uncertain at energies where other multipolarit
particularlyDL51 ~spin dipole!, are dominant. The reaso
is that the shape of the spin dipole angular distribution
quite sensitive to the details of the distorted-wave calcu
tion. In particular, different choices of distorting potential
particle-hole configuration for the transition can change
ratio between its value at 6°, near the peak, to that at 0°
up to 50%@12,15#. Based on this observation, the continuu
of GT strength above 6 MeV is subject to a large uncertai
— beyond this energy the spin dipole contribution is clea
dominant.

In an attempt to extract the GT strength unencumbered
DWIA uncertainties, a second estimate of the distributi
was obtained. The procedure is based on one suggeste
Goodman and Bloom@44# in which the non-GT background
in the 0° data was estimated from data at a nearby an
Here a modified procedure@14# is followed that takes advan
tage of the fact that theDL50 cross section falls rapidly
between 0° and 6°, whereas theDL51 cross section varies
much more slowly. An estimate of theDL51 contribution to
the cross section measured at 0° is then made by norm
ing the measured 6° cross section to the measured 0° c
section at an excitation energy near the peak of theDL51
distribution calculated in the multipole decomposition ana
sis (Ex'10 MeV was used!, and subtracting the former from
the latter.

This approach is likely to underestimate the GT streng
Part of the strength at 6° is still GT, and therefore some
the GT strength in the 0° spectrum will be removed by t
subtraction. In addition, any GT strength that has the sa
distribution in excitation energy as the spin dipole will b
missed@14#. Further, the method can be used to estimate
background in only the low excitation energy part of t
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2806 55R. L. HELMER et al.
spectrum, since other multipolarities are also present and
procedure makes no allowance for them@45#. However, the
technique should provide a reasonable estimate of the lo
limit of the GT strength.

The result of the subtraction is shown in Fig. 4, and
integrated cross section forEx<10 MeV excitation is
1.160.2 mb/sr. The error assigned is based on the facts
theDL50 cross section at 6° is still several percent of t
0° cross section, and that small differences would arise fr
choosing a different excitation energy for normalization. It
evident from Fig. 4 that with this method, theDL50 cross
section is essentially zero aboveEx55 MeV. It should also
be noted that the integrated cross section is several ti
smaller than that found using the multipole decompositio

In a previous analysis@14# comparing these two method
a quite satisfactory agreement was found in the case
70Ge~n,p!, but a result similar to the present one was fou
for 72Ge~n,p!; namely, the 6° subtraction method gave
integrated strength several times smaller than the multip
decomposition. The situation for the76Se~n,p! reaction is
similar to that for the72Ge~n,p! reaction in that there is no
strong state on which to base the normalization for the s
traction. The two reactions are also similar in that the s
dipole transition apparently already dominates the GT at
excitation energy of 6 MeV, and it has been noted above
a large uncertainty must then be associated with the
strength extracted above this energy. The most reason
approach might be to treat the result of the multipole deco
position as a best estimate with, however, a large un
tainty, and the result of the subtraction method as a lo
limit.

V. GAMOW-TELLER STRENGTH

Cross sections measured in charge exchange reac
have been calibrated against the strength of knownb decays

FIG. 4. Determination of theDL50 component of the
76Se~n,p!76As reaction at 1.8° using the 6° data to approximate
DL51 component. The squares are the 1.8° cross sections.
short dashed histogram is the 6.2° data, and the long dashed h
gram is the 6.2° data after normalization to the 1.8° data
Ex'10 MeV. The solid histogram and triangles show the 1.8° d
after subtracting the normalized 6.2° data.
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@5,11#. In the mass region pertinent to this experiment,
ratio of s(q5v50)/B~GT!54.6 mb/sr@5#, whereq is the
momentum transfer andv the energy transfer. For even-A
targets of massA < 60, the differences between empirical
determined and calculated ratios vary by about 10%@5#. For
A.60, there are only four transitions for which both th
~p,n! cross section and theb-decay strength have been me
sured, and three of these experimentally determineds/B ra-
tios agree within statistics with the calculated ratios.

Because of the finite angular resolution of the MRS a
the nonzeroQ value of the reaction, it was necessary
extrapolate the results of the measurement at 1.8°
q5v50 beforeB~GT! could be extracted. The DWIA wa
used to extrapolate each 1 MeV energy bin, and it was fo
that s(q5v50!/s~1.8°) varied from 1.2 to 1.6 over the
lowest 10 MeV of excitation. The result for the analysis u
ing the multipole decomposition was that theDL50 cross
section atq5v50 was corrected to 4.060.2 mb/sr for
Ex<6 MeV, and to 6.760.3 mb/sr forEx<10 MeV. For the
analysis using the 6° subtraction method, the cross sec
was corrected to 1.66 0.2 mb/sr forEx<6 MeV. Using the
calibration above, the multipole decomposition results im
thatB~GT! 5 0.8660.03 forEx<6 MeV and 1.4560.07 for
Ex<10 MeV, while the 6° subtraction results implyB~GT!
5 0.3560.06 forEx<6 MeV.

VI. MODEL COMPARISON

The distribution ofB~GT! strength extracted from thes
measurements can be compared with calculations of the
tribution. Here a comparison is made with a QRPA calcu
tion based on the model of Engel, Vogel, and Zirnbauer@46#.
Good agreement was found between this model
the results of measurements of the54Fe~n,p! 54Mn and
54Fe~p,n! 54Co reactions@11#. Less satisfactory agreemen
was found with the measurements of the70,72Ge~n,p! reac-
tions @14#, although the location of the strength i
70Ge~n,p! was well represented. A comparison with the r
sults of the present multipole decomposition is shown in F
5~a! for a calculation which used the lower limit for th
strength of the particle-particle force~casea, gpp5130!, and
in Fig. 5~b! for a calculation which used the upper limit~case
b, gpp5144!. The limits were established from a comparis
of calculated and measuredb1-decay rates of semimagi
nuclei @46#. The locations of the 11 states in the calculation
are normally shifted so that the first state lies at the sa
energy as the first state observed experimentally@47#. In the
present measurements in which there is no state strongly
cited, the calculated states for casea have been shifted so
that the first 11 state lies at the same excitation energy as
maximum strength extracted from the analysis. The locati
of the calculated states have not been shifted for caseb; the
calculated states are all weak and the first three lie near
maximum of the extracted strength in any event. Simi
plots are shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! for the results using
the 6° background subtraction technique. The calcula
peaks have not been shifted in these latter figures.

The multipole decomposition results show more to
strength than either calculation~0.7 units for casea and 0.2
units for caseb, for Ex<10 MeV!, while the 6° background
subtraction result lies between the two calculated values.
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55 2807GAMOW-TELLER STRENGTH FROM THE . . .
results from the multipole decomposition analysis are
usual in that in most previous cases the experimentally m
sured values ofB~GT! are quenched relative to calculate
values rather than enhanced@3,11,14,18,48#. No quantitative
conclusions are drawn because of the uncertainties as
ated with the present analysis.

FIG. 5. ~a! Comparison of the results of the multipole decom
position analysis with a QRPA calculation of the GT strength us
the lower limit of the strength of the particle-particle forc
(gpp5130!. ~b! Same as~a!, but using the upper limit forgpp.

FIG. 6. ~a! Comparison of the results of the analysis using
6° background subtraction technique with a QRPA calculation
the GT strength using the lower limit of the strength of the partic
particle force (gpp5130).~b! Same as~a!, but using the upper limit
for gpp.
-
a-

ci-

VII. LIFETIME FOR 2 n bb DECAY OF 76Ge

There have been four positive results reported from m
surements of the 2n bb decay of 76Ge @21,22,25,26#. The
two most recent results are in mild disagreement; a colla
ration between the PNL-USC and the ITEP-Yerevan gro
@25# found T1/2

2n 59.220.4
10.731020 y, while in a much higher

statistics experiment the Heidelberg-Moscow group@26#
foundT1/2

2n 514.260.3(stat)61.3(syst)31020 y. Early shell-
model calculations of the lifetime ranged from 2.231020 y
@49# to 2.331021 y @50#. A more recent estimate, based on
calculation using the QRPA@46#, ranged from 1.531020 y to
1.331021 y. This was the same calculation with which th
B~GT! strength extracted from the present measureme
was compared in the previous section, and the lifetime e
mates correspond to the same limits of the particle-part
force.

It is possible to combine the results of the measureme
on the 76Se~n,p! 76As reaction reported here with those
the 76Ge~p,n! 76As reaction@51# to estimate the value of the
matrix element,M2n , of Eq. ~2!. Such a calculation is sub
ject to a large uncertainty, partly because although the
strength distributions measured in~p,n! and ~n,p! reactions
provide measures of the magnitudes of the matrix eleme
in Eq. ~2!, the signs are not determined and cancellatio
among contributions at different energies could be importa
In addition, the strength is measured over only a limit
range of excitation energies. Finally, the energy resolution
the present study is not sufficient to allow unambiguo
identification of transitions to specific states in the interm
diate nucleus. Nevertheless, the principle of the compari
that can be made is outlined below.

The study of the76Ge~p,n! 76As reaction@51# identified
several 11 states in76As up to an excitation of 15 MeV. It is
not possible to identify these specific levels in the pres
work; instead the GT strengths extracted by both the mu
pole decomposition analysis and 6° subtraction analy
were fitted with a series of peaks located at the same ex
tion energies as were observed in the~p,n! measurements
The shape of each peak was taken to be a Gaussian w
width fixed by the energy resolution of the experime
~FWHM 5 1.8 MeV!.

In the case of the multipole decomposition analysis,
initial fit indicated that inclusion of the second excited sta
at 0.99 MeV was unnecessary; the error exceeded the m
nitude of the fitted strength for this state. With this sta
excluded but with an extra state included whose location w
left free, a satisfactory fit was obtained and is shown in F
7~a!. The free state was found to lie at 10.1 MeV excitatio
there is no corresponding state from the~p,n! measurements
at this energy. The value of the matrix elementM2n from Eq.
~2! was then found to be 0.16 under the assumptions tha~i!
the 0.99 MeV state is seen in the~p,n! reaction but not the~
n,p!, ~ii ! the mixed state observed at 1.72 MeV and t
broad peaks observed at 5.48 and 8.06 MeV in the~p,n!
reaction are all pure 11 states, and~iii ! the individual matrix
elements all have the same sign. The phase-space fact
Eq. ~1! has been calculated to be 5.2310220 y21 @46#. Com-
bined with the results of the~p,n! and ~n,p! measurements
this leads to a decay rate of 1.4310221 y21 and a half-life
of T1/2

2n 57.431020 y.
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A satisfactory fit to the spectrum extracted with the
subtraction analysis was obtained by including only
states observed at 0.05 and 2.65 MeV in the~p,n! measure-
ments. This fit is shown in Fig. 7~b!. Inclusion of any other
states led either to a much higher chi-squared for the fit o
strengths for the extra states whose uncertainties exce
the magnitudes. The value ofM2n was then found to be
0.047 with the assumptions that no states other than th
two are excited in the~n,p! reaction and that the individua
matrix elements all have the same sign. The decay rat
found to be 1.2310222 y21 and the half-life to be
T1/2
2n 58.731021 y.
The value for the half-life estimated from the multipo

decomposition analysis is slightly shorter than, but within
factor of 2 of, the experimental results@25,26#. The agree-

FIG. 7. Fits to the Gamow-Teller strength assuming transiti
to 11 states in76As seen in76Ge~p,n!. The data are represented b
the solid points. The solid curves through the data are the sum
the peaks shown~dashed lines!. ~a! Fit for the multipole decompo-
sition analysis.~b! Fit for the 6° subtraction analysis.
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ment could be improved by relaxing assumptions~ii ! and
~iii ! above. The half-life estimated from the 6° subtracti
analysis is considerably longer than that measured. Tak
this result at face value would imply that there must be sta
lying at higher excitation which also contribute to the deca
The nature of the analysis technique precludes the possib
of uncovering any such strength. In this context, it sho
also be noted that it has been suspected for some time@52#,
and more systematically argued in recent years@53,54#, that
only a few low-lying excitations should contribute to th
2n bb-decay matrix element. The arguments center aro
the idea that any high-lying strength will contribute toM2n

with random signs, and so will tend to cancel out. Unfor
nately the data presented here are not sufficiently quan
tively precise for a definite statement to be made.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Gamow-Teller strength excited in the76Se~n,p! 76As re-
action at 198 MeV has been measured. This reaction ac
a probe of transitions important in the 2n bb decay of
76Ge; the data are useful as a check of calculations of the
for this decay. Although a small concentration of G
strength has been found below 6 MeV excitation, its dis
bution above this energy is uncertain because of its weak
relative to other modes of excitation. Even below 6 Me
two plausible methods of extracting the strength disag
quantitatively by more than a factor of 2. Hence these res
must be considered to be of a qualitative nature only.

Nevertheless, the data presented here provide a chall
for rapidly improving shell-model calculations in thef p
shell @55–58#. In this respect, it is a continuation of studie
of other f p shell nuclei@11–16,59#. Whether the smallb1

strengths in such heavy nuclei can be reproduced withou
ad hocrenormalization, for example, of the nucleon’s ax
coupling constant, remains an open question.
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